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To,
The Director - HR,
ONGC,
Jeevan Bharati, Tower II,
Indira Gandhi Chowk,
New Delhi.

Subject: Requesting to consider Air eligibility to'S' category at par with 'E-O'.

Respected Sir,

We understand that during the first meeting with newly elected ASTO body it has been
principally agreed that from 'E-a' all will be eligible for air fare.

When we were pursuing during our wage revision meetings that at least, as per existing
facility continue air fare eligibility to'S' category who reaches the the basic of "E3", but
was denied stating now the eligibility criteria is shifted from basic to levels i.e. E3 and
above.

It is very disheartening to find being treated differently, when we always stand with the
management for the cause of the organization. We had then justified that with LFA being
included in Cafeteria the umbrella of air travel has become much smaller in addition to
this when all trainings to "s" category is rationed, more over it is being very harsh with
the "S" category having treated at par with A2 level.

We once again request your esteemed authority to consider "S" level at par with "EO" in
reference to air eligibility. when it is being agreed to include EO for air fare and not above
E3 level.

(Pradeep May kar)
General Secretary

Copy to:hJ I . ED - Chief ER, ONGC, egi Bhavan, Deharadun, Uttranchal.
~~ HRO, ONGC, WOU, NSE Plaza, BKC, Bandra (E), Mumbai 51.
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CM (HR) IR, ONGC, Tel Bhavan, Deharadun, Uttranchal.


